BRENDAN PRATT
VASSE FELIX HEAD CHEF

Brendan Pratt joined Vasse Felix in late July 2017. Perth
born and trained, his international experience includes
positions with Michelin Star Restaurants The Fat Duck
and The Ledbury.
Since starting at Vasse Felix, Brendan’s food has
evolved to feature wine pairing at its core. The kitchen
takes inspiration from the flavour profiles and textures
of Margaret River wine and the Vasse Felix winemaking
style. This, combined with the superb local produce of
Margaret River, has allowed an unmanipulated style to
emerge, creating depth and body of flavour through
intricate culinary techniques.
“Every week we uncover more of the phenomenal
local produce being grown in Australia’s South-West.
Margaret River is one of Australia’s leading culinary
destinations so to be able to be a part of such a well
regarded community, amongst such beautiful produce
and scenery is a dream come true.”
Vasse Felix Restaurant Accolades:
•

2021 Restaurant of the Year
(WA Good Food Guide Awards)

•

2021 Regional Chef of the Year
(WA Good Food Guide Awards)

•

Top 100 Australian Restaurant
(Australian Financial Review)

•

Top 100 Australian Restaurant
(Gourmet Traveller Magazine)

•

Restaurant of the Year
(The West Australian Good
Food Guide 2013)

•

Hot 50 Australian Restaurant 2013
(The Australian)

“Regional dining can be reductive, overly rustic (or overly fussy) and so obsessed with bucolic ideals as to be
parochial. At Vasse Felix, Brendan Pratt explores the flipside. Here’s a chef who is at once worldly with his experience
at The Fat Duck and The Ledbury, and local, with his Perth roots and his preference for Margaret River produce. A
chef who brings influences from afar – XO sauce, gochujang, youtiao, shio koji – and melds them seamlessly with his
surrounds. At every turn, Pratt’s cooking surprises and delights, it’s technical, without ever putting technique above
pleasure. But most of all, and most telling, it’ll keep you wanting much, much more.”
2021 Regional Chef of the Year - WA Good Food Guide Awards
VASSE FELIX WAS ESTABLISHED IN 1967 AND IS MARGARET RIVER’S FOUNDING WINE ESTATE
CAVES ROAD (CNR TOM CULLITY DRIVE) COWARAMUP WA • WWW.VASSEFELIX.COM.AU

